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Abstract
Currently, free flaps and pedicled flaps are assessed for reperfusion in post-operative care using colour,
capillary refill, temperature, texture, and Doppler signal (if available). While these techniques are
effective, they are prone to error due to their qualitative nature. In this research, different wavelengths
of light are used to quantify the response of ischaemic tissue. The assessment provides indicators that
are key to the goal of developing a point-of-care diagnostics device, capable of observing reduced
perfusion quantitatively. Detailed optical models of the layers of the skin were set up and appropriate
optical properties were assigned, with due consideration of melanin and haemoglobin concentrations.
A total of 24 models of healthy, perfused tissue and perfusion-deprived tissue to assess the responses
when illuminated with visible and near-infrared wavelengths of light. In addition to detailed fluence
maps of photon propagation, a simple mathematical model is proposed to assess the differential
propagation of photons in tissue; the optical reperfusion factor (ORF). The results show clear advantages
of using light at longer wavelengths (red, near-infrared) and the inferences drawn from the simulations

hold significant clinical relevance. The simulated scenarios and results consolidate the belief of a multiwavelength, point-of-care diagnostics device and inform its design for quantifying blood flow in
transplanted tissue. The modelling approach is applicable beyond the current research, wherein other
medical conditions that can be mathematically represented in the skin can be investigated. Through
these, additional inferences and approaches to other point-of-care devices can be realised.
Keywords: Maxillofacial; Optical Diagnostics; Monte Carlo simulations; post-operative care; optical
reperfusion factor

Introduction
Free-tissue transfer has become the method of choice for reconstructing defects produced by the
ablative treatment of cancer and, less commonly, trauma in the head and neck region. This is a reliable
method of reconstruction, resulting in improved postoperative function and aesthetic appearance1. The
ideal flap monitoring system should be harmless to the patient and the flap, while also being of low cost,
rapidly responsive, accurate, reliable, and applicable to all types of flaps. The monitor should be
equipped with a simple display that would allow even the least experienced member of the team to
easily recognise circulatory impairment. Such attempts for a device have been made in the past, yet
there remains a necessity to achieve all the above requirements in one system2–6. Many techniques for
postoperative monitoring of free-tissue transfers, both invasive and non-invasive, have been developed
and evaluated in clinical settings as well as in experimental free flap models. Unfortunately, the level of
evidence for efficacy of these techniques in clinical practice is often very low and cost/benefit analyses
are rare. The only accepted practice in this field seems to be the almost universal use of clinical bedside
monitoring of free-tissue transfers. This is supported by the overwhelming impression from the literature
reviewed that clinical monitoring is the most practical and possibly reliable mode of monitoring7.
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In this article, Monte Carlo simulations are used for assessing visible and near-infrared wavelengths’
interaction with healthy and ischaemic skin tissue and present the clinical relevance of using optical
technologies for free flap monitoring. The results of these simulations will assist in inferring design
strategies for a non-contact and safe point-of-care diagnostics device.

Methods
When light interacts with biological tissue, a combination of reflection, refraction, scattering, and
absorption occur (Figure 1). For safely assessing optical methods for diagnostics prior to clinical trials,
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are widely used for simulating the interactions between light and tissue.
In this assessment, a seven-layer tissue model (Figure 1) representing the epidermis, dermis, and
subcutaneous fat layers8 was built. To account for varying skin types, the melanin concentration was
quantified by categorising the epidermis into three types, combining consecutive classifications in the
Fitzpatrick scale9. The dermis layer is modelled in two scenarios of healthy and ischaemic tissues, as is
the case for failing skin flaps. The common optical properties are detailed in Error! Reference source not
found..
The optical properties of skin layers in literature are critically analysed and chosen from multiple
studies11–17. The absorption coefficient of the base layer (without absorbers), µ𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛
(Eq. (1)) is dependent
𝑎
on the wavelength of the incident light11. Subsequently, the contribution of melanin is accounted for
through equation (2). Combined, equation (3) gives the absorption coefficient of the epidermis layer.
This is calculated for three scenarios of melanin volume fractions, i.e. (𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛 = 0.037, 0.134, 0.305). The
absorption coefficient of the stratum corneum is calculated using the equation (4), that accounts for
absorption due to water, baseline skin and wavelength. Further, adopted from previous studies, the
scattering properties of the epidermal layers are assigned to the models and detailed in Error! Reference
source not found. and Error! Reference source not found.. The concentration of water is denoted by
𝐶𝐻2𝑂.

𝜇𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛
= 7.84 × 107 × 𝜆 ―3.255 [𝜆:𝑛𝑚]
𝑎

(1)

𝜇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛
= 6.6 × 1010 × 𝜆 ―3.3 [𝜆:𝑛𝑚]
𝑎

(2)

𝜇𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑠
= 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛 𝜇𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛
+ (1 ― 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛)𝜇𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛
𝑎
𝑎
𝑎

(3)

𝐻2𝑂
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑚
𝜇𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑚
= ((0.1 ― 0.3 × 10 ―4𝜆) + 0.125𝜇𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑛
𝑎
𝑎 )(1 ― 𝐶𝐻2𝑂) + 𝐶𝐻2𝑂𝜇𝑎

(4)

Mathematically, the absorption coefficient of the dermis layer is calculated as a total of its constituents.
𝐻𝑏𝑂2
2𝑂
This includes the absorption due to water𝜇𝐻
and deoxygenated 𝜇𝐻𝑏
𝑎 blood, volume
𝑎 , oxygenated 𝜇𝑎

fraction of haemoglobin (𝛾) and the blood oxygen saturation (𝑆). The absorption coefficient for the dermis
(𝜆), is defined as:
layer, 𝜇𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑠
𝑎
𝜇𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑠
(𝜆)
𝑎
= (1 ― 𝑆) 𝛾 𝐶𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝜇𝐻𝑏
𝑎 (𝜆) + 𝑆 𝛾
𝐶𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑) (1 ― 𝐶𝐻2𝑂) 𝜇0𝑎(𝜆)

2
𝐶𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑 𝜇𝐻𝑏𝑂
(𝜆)
𝑎

+ (1 ― 𝛾

2𝑂
𝐶𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑) 𝐶𝐻2𝑂 𝜇𝐻
𝑎 (𝜆)

(5
)

+ (1 ― 𝛾

The volume fractions of blood and water, 𝐶𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑and 𝐶𝐻2𝑂, are adopted from Meglinski and Matcher
(2002)8. The constituents of blood are quantified using γ; a factor determined by hematocrit (𝐻𝑡),
volume fraction of red blood count (𝐹𝑅𝐵𝐶) and the volume fraction of haemoglobin in individual red
blood cells (𝐹𝐻𝑏). This is defined as 𝛾 = 𝐻𝑡 × 𝐹𝑅𝐵𝐶 × 𝐹𝐻𝑏. The value for γ is kept consistent throughout
all layer calculations with 𝐻𝑡 = 0.45, 𝐹𝑅𝐵𝐶 = 0.99 and 𝐹𝐻𝑏 = 0.25 as this represents typical values found in
healthy tissue.
A failing skin flap experiences primarily a reduction in blood flow. To model this, the 𝐶𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑑 values for
layers are reduced by half to 0.02, 0.15, 0.02 and 0.05. Using equation (5), the optical properties of an
ischaemic flap are calculated (Error! Reference source not found., Error! Reference source not found.).
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Finally, the optical properties assigned to the subcutaneous fat layer are directly adopted from
literature8.
The seven-layer tissue models consider three scenarios of melanin distribution and two scenarios of
blood flow. Each model is assessed by illuminating with a billion photons at four distinct wavelengths of
480 nm (blue), 520 nm (green), 650 nm (red) and 950 nm (near-infrared). Combined, our study presents
a detailed assessment of photon propagation in a total of 24 models. Each model and the corresponding
results are accessible online20.

𝑂𝑅𝐹1 ― 2 =

|

|

𝜆1 ― 𝜆2
𝜆1 + 𝜆2

(6)

After the simulations are complete, a new mathematical factor was defined to analyse the results. The
optical reperfusion factor (ORF, Eq. (6)) is used to quantify the differential interactions of light with
healthy and ischaemic tissue. The experimental analogy of clinical relevance here is every flap site and
optical system’s field of view will include the flap itself, and the surrounding healthy tissue. The
corresponding measurements at multiple wavelengths from different sites is possible for clinical use.

Results and Discussions
By comparing each of the four wavelengths used in the simulations, substantial variation can be seen in
tissue absorption and depth penetration (Error! Reference source not found.). For wavelengths 480 nm
and 520 nm, there is a high degree of absorption at beam incidence, which results in a lower degree of
penetration to deeper layers. A few photons do propagate but these do not hold any significance in a
clinical/experimental context. This is due to the high energy deposition in the upper layers which could
cause photo-chemical and photo-biological damage under conditions of prolonged exposure or when
using high power light sources.

When considering longer wavelengths such as red and near-infrared, photons propagate deeper into the
tissue. Therefore, the dermis layer with varied blood perfusion characteristics can be investigated. The
lateral absorption when using red light is reduced when compared to blue and green wavelengths. With
sufficient penetration and low lateral absorption in both healthy and unhealthy tissue, this suggests red
light at 650 nm would be an applicable wavelength to use when imaging a patch of tissue without causing
any damage at skin-safe powers. Similarly, near-infrared light has both high penetration and lower lateral
absorption, indicating it could be useful for imaging tissue patches (Error! Reference source not found.).
Individually, each of the wavelengths provide inferences regarding photon propagation in different
conditions of melanin distribution and/or blood perfusion. However, in a clinical context, a single
wavelength system cannot achieve a quantitative differentiation of healthy and ischaemic tissue because
the variations of absorption from the skin site can occur due to many reasons other than only blood flow
changes. Therefore, to quantitatively assess the variation of blood flow in the flap, multiple wavelengths
and/or different measurements must be taken. The measurements taken will be assessed by the
proposed optical reperfusion factor (ORF), given in eq. (6). The normalising factor considers various
combinations of measurements at different wavelengths.
When comparing the ORF maps (Error! Reference source not found.), substantial variation can be seen
further away from the point of incidence (a–f). These variations imply a high degree of absorption when
considering these combinations, relatively, and therefore result in greater differences. For instance,
deeper penetration of near-infrared wavelength compared to surface absorption of green photons
results in a higher difference deeper in the tissue model. The variation in absorption between red and
near-infrared is less significant at incidence, as indicated by a small region of low fluence.
Key differences can be seen in Error! Reference source not found. (g), (h). These compare combinations
of healthy and ischaemic tissue models in near-infrared and red wavelengths. Promisingly, notable
7

differences are evident in both cases. In Error! Reference source not found. (g), the variation in energy
deposition is not significant beyond where the beam enters the tissue model, i.e., at the site of incidence.
In Error! Reference source not found. (h), comparing healthy and ischaemic conditions under red light
illumination, there is far greater variation in energy deposition. There are two distinct regions within this
model which demonstrates the high absorption rate of red light by haemoglobin. The central column has
little variation in energy deposition which is expected due to the smaller distance travelled, reducing the
absorption, and scattering of the light. Further, melanin does not absorb red light as much as blue and
green. Therefore, high depth penetration is seen in red wavelengths and beyond. The area to note is the
region of higher difference surrounding this central column. As the distance increases from the entry
point of the incident beam, the variation in energy deposition increases. This demonstrates the results
of a difference in blood perfusion within tissue as the variance in absorption increases as a function of
distance from the entry point of the incident beam.
To highlight the result of significance, the case of observing healthy and ischaemic blood perfusion under
red illumination is highlighted (Error! Reference source not found.). A linear increase of variance is
observed in the ORF map. A combination of red and near-infrared wavelengths illumination and
measuring the absorption within healthy and ischaemic tissue is the key takeaway from the simulated,
Monte Carlo assessments.

Conclusions
The purpose of this research was to investigate whether optical methods could be used to determine
varying blood volumes within a section of skin tissue. By varying the optical properties of tissue, taking
account of a reduction blood volume, Monte Carlo simulations were used to analyse a seven-layer tissue
model. The results of these simulations20 detail both the interaction of light in this tissue as well as
comparisons made between varying wavelengths and blood perfusion. Analysis of the data shows that
across wavelengths and with single wavelengths, a variation can be found between healthy and

ischaemic tissue. The variation found using the optical reperfusion factor is sufficient to allow for an
experimental study to be conducted. The inferences from this study lay the foundations for future
analyses that will include the blood vessels in the tissue models and serve as input for developing a multiwavelength system using red and near-infrared light to monitor the reperfusion. This can be done by
collecting measurements from within and beyond the flap boundaries. The measurements collected
from the surrounding tissue will act as a healthy reference to a potentially ischaemic free flap. This
results in a quantitative analysis of blood perfusion within the transplanted tissue using a non-contact
and safe point-of-care diagnostics device.
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Tables and Figures

Figure 1 – Light encounters multiple interactions when propagating through biological tissue. These include absorption,
scattering and reflection at or within individual layers. This illustration shows an example of photon propagating through a
multi-layer skin model. Each layer in the model is described by physical thickness (d), and optical properties, such as refractive
index (η), absorption coefficient (µa), scattering coefficient (µs) and anisotropy (g). The model is adopted from Meglinski and
Matcher (2002)8.

Figure 2 – The optical reperfusion factor is calculated for red wavelength illumination of healthy and ischaemic tissue. Equation
6 was used to create the comparison and show the variation between the results. Healthy dermal perfusion is denoted with H,
while ischaemic tissue models are denoted with U.

